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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is divided in to three areas as shown.  The Overview section is meant to be as non-technical as possible.



What does SRP do for you? 

SRP automatically creates a path with guaranteed 
bandwidth from a Talker to one or more Listeners.  It 
also assures that non-compliant devices are not 
allowed to corrupt those streams. 

If a stream cannot be established SRP will give you 
the reason why and the exact location where the 
reservation is failing. 

Emergency stream reservations override non-
emergency streams without requiring Talkers to 
shutdown the non-emergency streams first. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are Emergency streams of any importance to Automotive?  Yes, since Emergency streams will not be torn down by other streams they can be used for safety systems and other critical systems.  Unlike a 911 emergency phone call where the stream is created and then later torn down, these safety critical streams will stay up the entire time.



How does SRP create a path? 

• Establish a “protected cloud” for AVB devices 

• Discovers path from Talker to Listener(s) 

• Configures switches from Listener(s) back to Talker 

• Protocol abstracts H/W specific configuration 

• Forwarding/filtering tables 

• Shaper configuration 

• Dynamic VLAN setup 

• H/W queue assignments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SRP Domain messages are exchanged between link peers to determine if both devices support one or more SR classes in the same way.  For example, if both devices support SR class A using priority 3 then the “AVB SR class A cloud” is expanded to include both devices.  If, on the other hand, one device wants to use priority 2 for SR class B and the other device wants to use priority 4 for SR class B then a boundary is created for the SR class B traffic and SR class B streams will not be allowed across this boundary.Talker Advertisements are flooded (if Talker Pruning is not enabled) so that every Listener on the network, as well as other Talkers, can learn about this Talker’s stream.  Listener Readys go straight back to the Talker and create the path and assign the switch resources through the network.Switch silicon from different manufacturers often have incompatible H/W registers that must be configured in different ways in order to create a reservation (e.g.: packet forwarding, shaping, VLAN membership, H/W queue assignment, etc).  Supporting multiple manufacturers at this level of detail requires a significant engineering effort.  SRP extracts those details into a common API that is controlled via Talker and Listener primitives (e.g.: Talker Advertise, Listener Ready, etc.).



Additional SRP features 

• Supports up to seven SR classes (A, B, …, G)  

• Error report (i.e. why can’t a stream be created) 

• Emergency stream support  

• Single protocol supports wired, wireless, etc. 

• Calculates latency along path 

• Efficient Stream-ID packing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Features that are not important to Automotive are grayed out.SRP (IEEE 802.1Q-2011 Clause 35) defines two SR classes, but it is written to be expandable to seven with no modifications.Listeners are informed why an SRP reservation cannot be made.  There are 19 possible failure codes (IEEE 802.1Q-2011 Table 35-6, pg 1123)SRP supports wired, wireless, MoCA, and other Coordinated Shared Networks.  There is no need for a media gateway function that creates reservations, forwarding table entries, etc. for each media type a stream runs across.  SRP does this all on its own.In a worst-case scenario SRP can support 530 Talker Avertisements and 1350 Listener Readys in 10 packets.  See: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2010/at-cgunther-mrp-timers-0310-v02.pdf.  Best case numbers with efficient Stream-ID packing allows 4000+ Talker Advertisements and 2500+ Listener Readys in a single packet.



VLAN protection still works 

• SRP supports all VLAN registration types: 

• Static Fixed – Port is always a member of VLAN 

• Static Forbidden – VLAN is blocked on port 

• Dynamic – Membership configured by MVRP 

• Management can block streams from certain ports 
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Presentation Notes
VLAN: a technique used by Ethernet switches that partitions a large network into smaller Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs)SRP supports all the existing rules about VLANs.  For example, a port could be marked a member of a VLAN by Management and SRP cannot remove that port from the VLAN membership.  In addition, Management may mark a particular port as never being allowed to be a member of a particular VLAN which will prevent SRP from ever sending a stream from that VLAN to a Listener. Even SRP Talker Advertisements for a stream using a blocked VLAN will not be forwarded to devices on that VLAN.By default SRP, and therefore AVB, use VLAN ID (VID) 2 for streaming data.  Talkers and Listeners do not have to understand VLANs to be able to use AVB.  The SRP Domain message will tell Talkers what VLAN to use and the Talker Advertise contains information to tell Listeners what VLAN to attach to.  All of this can be done with no specific knowledge about VLANs in the Talker or Listener.  On the other hand Talkers can be VLAN aware and send one stream on VID 2, a second stream on VID3, etc.  The Listeners again would simply register for membership in the VID specified in the Talker Advertisement.



SRP Design Constraints 

• Only one Talker per stream (one-at-a-time or time-sliced) 

• No link aggregation 

• No automatic redundancy 

• Cannot modify reservation size 

• Doesn’t support variable bit rate reservations 

• No built-in support for two-way reservations (VOIP) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are various choices that were made during the design of SRP.  Many of these choices were driven by those who participated in the 3 year effort associated with creating SRP.  Several of those constraints are shown here.  As you are designing your own AVB based systems you should be aware of these constraints.SRP reservations are limited to a single Talker per stream.  This is not a problem for the Professional Audio world like that used in concerts, churches, airports, live shows, etc.  That is because all Pro Audio sources require the full use of the 8000 packets per second of SR class A traffic with as low a latency as can be provided.  Lip sync in a live show is critical and it a huge driver of this need.  Automotive may be able to relax some of those requirements in order to reduce load on the CPUs involved.If automotive designs begin to move CAN and LIN bus traffic across an Ethernet network they will also need very low latency, but they often don’t need the extremely high packet rates of Professional Audio.  It would be nice if several devices could share a single reservation because their combined packet-per-second requirements would still be less than 8000 or 4000 packets per second provided by SR class A and B, respectively.  Perhaps a “one Talker at a time”, or a time-sliced approach would work in this environment.Another constraint that might be important to address for the Automotive is link aggregation.  Currently the only auto-qualified Ethernet solutions I know of are 100mbps.  That can be troublesome in some vehicles since only 75mbps of that is available for streams.  Link aggregation could help solve that as long as no single stream exceeds 75mbps.Redundancy can also be a concern, although there are tricks to get around that today by sending multiple copies of a single stream across different Ethernet interfaces on a device.
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SRP Protocol Suite 

The Stream Reservation Protocol (SRP) is a 
combination of three MRP based protocols all 
running together to create reservations: 

• Multiple Registration Protocol (MRP) 

• Multiple Stream Registration Protocol (MSRP) 

• Multiple VLAN Registration Protocol (MVRP) 

• Multiple MAC Registration Protocol (MMRP) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MRP is the workhorse of the SRP protocol suite.  It is responsible for propagating attributes across the network and keeping all the switches and end stations synchronized with regards to attribute registrations.MSRP is responsible for registering the StreamID, StreamDA, and associated bandwidth, as well as updating the Forwarding table along the path of a reservation.  MSRP is the protocol that connects the Listener Ready with the associated Talker Advertise (by StreamID).MVRP is used to dynamically create a VLAN between the Talker and the Listener, assuming switch ports along the path are not block (Registration Forbidden).MMRP is used for Talker Pruning.  There are two reasons to use Talker Pruning: 1) Reduce amount of SRP traffic across the network by only sending Talker Advertisements to Listeners that have registered to receive those Advertisements, 2) Keep information about streams private from the entire network.  Listeners will only learn information about streams that they already know about via some higher layer protocol sharing that information.



MSRP Attribute Interaction 

Talker Advertise (TA) 
goes everywhere by 
default 
 
Listener Ready (LR) 
only goes to Talker 
 
Notes: 
1. No ACKs 
2. MSRP ties TA & LR 
together to create the 
stream 



MSRP Attribute Types 
Domain 
• Negotiate SR Class Priority and default SR Class VID with peer. 
 
Talker Advertise 
• Path back to Talker has sufficient resources to support a reservation. 
Talker Failed 
• Path back to Talker has insufficient resources to support the reservation. 
Failure Information is related to Bridge with failure that is nearest the Talker. 
 

Listener 
• Ready: A reservation has been established along the path to every 
downstream Listener. 
• Ready Failed: At least one path to a downstream Listener has a reservation 
and at least one path to another downstream Listener has insufficient resources 
to establish a reservation. 
• Asking Failed: There are insufficient resources to all downstream Listeners 
and no reservation has been established. 
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Presentation Notes
SRP has a total of six attribute combinations.  One Domain, two Talker and three Listener attribute combinations.In a normal SRP exchange a Talker and Listener exchange Domain messages with the network to join the AVB cloud and learn about SR class priorities and default VLAN IDs.Talkers Advertise their streams and Listeners receive those advertisements as a Talker Advertise or a Talker Failed.Listeners reply with an appropriate Listener attribute such as Listener Ready in response to a Talker Advertise.When the Talker receives a Listener Ready or a Listener Ready Failed it can then begin transmitting its stream because the network has already established the reservation.



MSRP Attribute Propagation 

Listener attribute combinations and propagation: 
• Listener Ready + Listener Asking Failed -> Listener Ready Failed 
• Listener Ready + Listener Ready Failed -> Listener Ready Failed 
• Listener Ready Failed + Listener Asking Failed -> Listener Ready Failed 
 
Reservation creation: 
• Talker Advertise + Listener Ready = Reservation 
• Talker Advertise + Listener Ready Failed = Reservation 
 

No Reservation: 
• Talker Advertise + Listener Asking Failed = No Reservation 
• Talker Failed + Listener (Ready, Ready Failed, Asking Failed) = No Rsrv 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide explains what an AVB switch does when it receives Listener responses on multiple ports.  The switch must combine those responses and forward a single response toward the Talker.



Defining Stream Requirements 

Streams are uniquely defined by their StreamID: 
• 48‐bit Talker MAC address 
• 16‐bit Unique ID allows for 65,536 Streams from a single Talker 
 
Other components: 
• Stream Destination Address (multicast, no unicast) 
• Class priority (associated with SR class A or B) 
• Maximum frame size 
• Maximum number of frames per class measurement interval 
• Emergency or non‐emergency ranking 
• Failure information: Bridge ID + failure code 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These pieces of information are carried in the Talker attributes.  The Listener attribute simply contains the StreamID.A MAC address is the unique address assigned to every Ethernet port (MAC) in the entire world.  No two ports will have the same MAC address.  This guarantees that each device on a network can be uniquely addressed.Every StreamID in the network must be unique.  To easily enforce this SRP recommends that Talkers use their own MAC address and append a 16-bit Unique ID to the end.  That means a single Talker can produce as many as 65,536 unique streams!As long as you assure that StreamIDs are unique within your network you can use other techniques to create them.  You could assign a non changing StreamID for each stream in the vehicle and that way all the Listeners in the vehicle could immediately send a Listener Ready for those streams as soon as they complete their booting process.  Just as a point of clarification, within SRP it is perfectly legal for a Listener to send a Ready before it receives a Talker Advertisement.



SRP Behavior 

SRP cannot detect “buggered repeaters”: 
• MSRP uses gPTP (802.1AS) for this 
• Reservations not allowed across non‐gPTP links  
 
SRP boundary: 
• Hearing no Domain message => boundary 
• Reservations not allowed across boundaries 
• Non‐MRP bridges will not forward MSRP 
• Remaps interfering Class A/B priorities at boundary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A buggered repeater is a device that passes all Ethernet packets through without following any of the rules specified in IEEE 802.1Q-2011.  These will not be a problem in the Automotive environment.



SRP Configuration & Control 

Some configuration parameters: 
•Traffic Class percent of bandwidth (Qav) 
 

Status/feedback 
• Stream Age (How long has the reservation been active?) 
• Dropped frame counts  
• Accumulated latency 
• Boundary Port yes/no 
• Talkers and Listeners by port 
• Failure codes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The items highlighted in bolded print may be of interest to Automotive designers and debuggers.
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IEEE is always looking for 
guidance 

AVnu Alliance is a superb organization for gathering 
requirements of users of the AVB protocols. 
 
As such they have provided input to the IEEE 802.1 
AVB/TSN (Time-Sensitive Networking) Work Group 
in the past and we look forward to their input in the 
future. 
 
The following slides list some of the features we are 
considering for SRP in future releases. 



SRP Gen 2 – more SR classes 

Here is a specific example that is currently being 
discussed in AVnu: 
 
AVB as designed specifies two classes of traffic.  SR class A 
generates 8,000 packets per second and guarantees a 
maximum of 2msec of latency across seven AVB devices. 
 
SR class B generates 4,000 packets per second with a 
maximum latency of 50msec. 
 
Less packets per second would reduce the load on the CPU in 
the device at the expense of increased latency. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There appears to be a desire in automotive AVB designs to reduce the number of packets-per-second at the expense of longer latency.  This will alleviate the need for more powerful CPUs.Notice that the reported latencies for SR class A (2msec) and B (50msec) are for seven hops.  That means two end stations with a string of six switches between them.  As each intermediate switch is removed from the path the latency goes down linearly.  In an automotive system with two end stations and one switch, which is only two hops, the latency will be roughly 2/7ths of the times referenced above. 



SRP Generation 2 

• Gen 1 and Gen 2 devices can interoperate 
• Redundant links in the network (goal: seamless) 
• Dynamic bandwidth (modify on the fly) 
• Variable bit rate reservations 
• Lock down latency based on current reservations 
• Tear-down rank bit 
• Two-way reservations 
• Link aggregation w/explicit path reservation 
• Multiple Talkers per stream 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of some of the ideas considered for SRP Generation 2.  These are only ideas and would need a “champion” to present compelling research to show a solution for the feature.  There are probably many more features that would be interesting in the Automotive environment.  This is where the IEEE looks to organizations like the AVnu Alliance and the AAA2C group to bring those features to our attention.



 

 

Thank you 
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